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To:  

Cc:  

Subject: Emma Hoskison & Kate Tynan 

 

Hi Sayma & Katy,  

I wanted to end the year by expressing our families appreciation to your employees- 

Kate and Emma, and commend them for their professionalism.  

We have been working with both ladies (Emma supporting me and my husband and 

Kate supporting our son Jet). 

 

Emma  

Has been an incredible aid – a shoulder to cry, an ear to listen to me vent my anger 

or air my concerns.  

Throughout the period we have been assigned your service, Emma has been a 

brilliant advisor to J and I as parents – helping us navigate through a turbulent and 

emotional period. She has offered clarity and been a guiding light, especially when 

I/we felt like we were losing our minds. I know I presented as “crazy” at times and 

Emma has been magnificent at helping me understand my son (and myself).  

Working with her has made me evaluate my/our behaviour and helped us approach 

things differently. J and I both have a lovely relationship again with our boy following 

her intervention! 

 

Kate  

We wish that Kate could have been assigned from day one. She has been absolutely 

brilliant! We have a number of services working with us and Kate has made it to the 

top of the leader board and takes the title of our son’s “favourite”. (this apparent 

when choosing her Christmas gift and him asking “do I only give her one present – or 

can I gift her another as well?) Kate has become his confident – she understands 

him and he feels understood. We will be thankful for the rest of our lives for the 

support she has given to Jet so that he didn’t feel alone when things were at their 

worst. Kate is a brilliant influence and we wish she could remain involved because 

she is such a positive and motivational mentor. 

I am pleased (and equally saddened) to report that we have been signed off from 

Route 29. We feel the finality is very much like the Nanny McPhee quote  
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“When you need me but do not want me, then I must stay. When you want me but no 

longer need me, then I have to go.”  

Whilst we are thrilled to have overcome our families challenges - we definitely don’t 

want to wave goodbye to these remarkable women! They are a credit to Route 29 

and have shown genuine care and concern for our wellbeing. We have our gorgeous 

boy back (we lost him for a while) and we have a harmonious balance in our home (a 

home that is bursting with love again!)  

Emma and Kate arrived as strangers and they leave as “family friends”.  I don’t think 

I could ever articulate in words how grateful we are for both ladies involvement – we 

have been a very lucky family. 

Once again – thank you to Emma & Kate and Route 29 for your support.  

 

 

 


